
Card Games to Practice  

Addition and Subtraction Facts 

 

Addition War: two player game 

Materials:  Deck of cards with the face cards removed (or 

make the jack=11, queen=12, and king=0). 

Object:  To have the most cards at the end. 

Game play:  Played like traditional war.  Each player is 

dealt half the deck.  Each player turns over the top two 

cards on his/her stack and lays them side by side.  Each 

player adds his/her cards together.  The player with the 

largest sum gets all four cards.  If the totals are equal, 

players turn over the next two cards in their piles and add 

those.  The highest total wins all eight cards.  Play 

continues until one player has all the cards. 

 

  



Total of Ten: one player but can be played against a 

partner 

Materials:  Deck of cards.  Face cards=0, Aces=1.  

Object:  To remove all cards from the playing array. 

Game Play:  Lay out 20 cards on the table in an array.  

Remove sets of cards (2 or more) that add up to 10.  The 

goal is to remove all cards in the array.   

If you play against an opponent take turns setting up an 

array and removing sets.  To see who won keep track of 

how many cards you had left.  The one with the fewest 

cards left in his/her array wins.  Or you can score the 

game.  Keep track of the total of the value of the cards you 

have left.  The lowest score wins. 

 

No Flash Card Practice:  one player 

Materials:  Deck of cards.  Either remove the face cards 

or jack=11, queen=12, king=0. 

Object:  Quickly solve math facts.  

Game Play:  Simply lay down two cards from the deck 

and add them.  See how fast you can recall the sum.  You 

can also use this to practice subtraction or even 

multiplication. 

 

 



Fish for Ten:  2 or more players 

Materials:  Deck of cards with jacks and kings removed.  

Queens=0 

Object:  To have the most pairs. 

Game Play:  Play like traditional Go Fish except for 

instead of trying to find pairs, you are trying to find cards 

that add to ten.  Take turns asking this way: “I have a 2. 

Do you have an 8 to make 10?” Players take turns asking.  

If a ten is made, the player gets to go again.  If a ten is not 

made the player must go fish in the draw pile.   

 

  



Subtraction Salute: 3 players (modification for 2) 

Materials:  Deck of cards with the face cards removed (or 

make the jack=11, queen=12, and king=0). 

Object:  To end with the most cards. 

Game Play:  Two players are the “soldiers” and one 

player is the “general.”  Deal half a deck to each soldier.  

To begin play, both soldiers salute the general by holding 

the top card on their pile up to their foreheads (soldiers will 

only be able to see the other soldier’s card, but the 

general will see both).  The general adds the soldiers’ 

cards together and says the sum out loud.  Each soldier 

takes the sum, subtracts the value of the card the other 

soldier is holding and calls out the value of his/her own 

card (which he/she can’t see).  Whoever calls out the 

correct answer first gets to keep both cards.  Play ends 

when someone wins all the cards. 

Two player modification:   Leave the cards in one pile. 

Each player draws a card from the pile and places it on 

his/her forehead (so he/she cannot see it but the other 

player can).  Turn over a card from the pile.  Players take 

turns figuring out their card.  Player one adds player two’s 

card to the one on the discard pile and tells player two the 

total.  Player two must then figure out his/her card.  Using 

the same card on the pile player two tells player one 

his/her total.  Play continues until all cards are used. 

 

 


